
The journey to the public cloud is not an easy undertaking. 
Moving to the cloud can create new ways to innovate and 
operate more efficiently, but the migration comes with new 
challenges. Like any migration, thoughtful preparation 
and strategy are primordial in order to be successful. 

What is Cloud Assessment?

The Cloud Assessment consists of a five-step approach during which your team 
will work with a team of Cloud experts. Together we will create an overview 
of the current analyzing tools and create an estimation of your IAAS cost in 
a public cloud model or Proximus cloud. After the assessment you will have 
the necessary details to choose the solutions that fit your requirements.

  Transparent pricing 
offers for your migration

  Properly size your 
workload & seamless 
migration

  Compare different cloud 
providers

  Increase business 
efficiency & innovation 
opportunities

W H Y  T A K E  A N  
A S S E S S M E N T ?

Cloud 
Assessment

The start of your migration  
to the public cloud

Cloud 
Assessment



What will you receive?

More info? 

Based on our experience we developed a strategic partnership together with Microsoft enabling us to deliver an optimal service 
level. In addition, Proximus Cloud Services are supported by a wide ecosystem of digital transformation experts. This puts us 
in a unique position to help you in your end-to-end digital transformation journey from providing basic telco services to full 
transformation services. 

Why choose Proximus?

www.proximus.be/azure
Contact us via info.cloud@proximus.com

Our promise

  The Cloud Assessment helps you maximize the value of your cloud investment. 

Our offer

  We provide clear insight into your infrastructure which empowers you to make a data-driven decision with confidence. 

C L O U D  A S S E S S M E N T 

  Overview of current IT 
architecture

  Identification of current 
limitations

   A mapping of the Azure 
public cloud provider

   An indication of the 
monthly financial cost

  A 5-year roadmap plan 
linked to your requirements

  An indication of the 
monthly financial cost

As-is reporting

Understanding  
of current  

cloud-readiness

Understanding 
of the business 
requirements

Optimisation to reduce 
cost and reach best 

performance

To-Be report with 
Roadmap

As-is 2 cloud 
report 


